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Re: Study on the impacts of the Doctrine of Discovery on Indigenous peoples, including 
mechanisms, processes and instruments of redress 
 
 
 
This study builds on the UN Permanent Forum 11th Session Report including a 
conference room paper and statements made by a panel of experts and representatives 
during the Session. 
 
The major conclusion is that the reach of the Doctrine of Discovery, in its many 
manifestations, is global, representing the nefarious underbelly of colonization the 
impacts of which are undeniably real and continuing in and among Indigenous Peoples, 
Nations and communities.  
 
The real practical problem which exists today is that this doctrine, in its many 
manifestations (including superiority of civilizations, the so called discovery and 
takings of Indigenous lands of non-Christian and non-civilized peoples and so on) is 
not very well known nor understood.  In the complex political, social and legal realities 
of the modern day world it is as if it is something which belongs to the distant past, to 
be forgotten or ignored. 
 
The purposes of this Study are - within the human rights framework of the United 
Nations in particular the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples -  for  
Indigenous peoples, States, civil society and the UN system, to continue to engage and 
expand the dialogue on the historic ramifications of the doctrine of discovery; to 
understand its current impacts and; to determine ways in which it may be fully and 
properly addressed and redressed.  
 
The doctrine, based on the presumption of racial superiority and originating with papal 
bulls issued during the so-called Age of Discovery in Europe formed the very 
foundation of colonization and the subsequent creation of many modern States. The 
resilience of this doctrine remains embedded in the colonizing cultures and is 
maintained in many State laws, policies, negotiations and litigation positions and 
practices. 
 
In all of its manifestations, "discovery" has been used as a framework for justification 
to dehumanize, exploit, enslave and subjugate Indigenous Peoples and dispossess 
them of their most basic rights, laws, spirituality, world-views and governance as well 
as their lands, territories and resources.  Ultimately it became the very foundation of 
genocidal approaches towards Indigenous Peoples. 
 
Although the doctrine has been discredited in many ways including in the UN 
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples and through courts, churches, human 
rights bodies and UN bodies, much more needs to be done. There are compelling 
reasons to go beyond repudiation and condemnation. There are substantial "gaps" 
between "commitments" to repudiate and condemn the doctrine and necessary 
"actions" of real and genuine redress.  



 

 

 
The underlying premise of the doctrine is non Christian peoples, in many cases 
Indigenous peoples, were not capable of holding lands or territories. In past 
interventions the Holy See has reported that an "abrogation process took place over the 
centuries" to invalidate the actions justified by the application of the doctrine, this 
renunciation is seen by Indigenous peoples as insufficient, that more needs to be said 
and done. This call by Indigenous peoples will not go away by mere words of 
renunciation. The realities are that that despite the claim of an "abrogation process over 
centuries" it continues to persist today. 
 
I want to give an example of direct personal experience. Along with thousands of other 
Indigenous children in Canada and the US, I was taken to a Catholic Church operated 
Indian residential schools where, through us as children, our Indigenous languages and 
cultures which were deemed to be inferior and savage were to die and become extinct 
and that we would become "Christianized" and "civilized". What we did not know as 
children and Indigenous Peoples was that this was part of a deliberate policy and 
political approach of government. In the current Truth and Reconciliation Commission, 
the many truths of this system are being brought to the public in hearings across 
Canada. 
 
On June 11, 2008 the Prime Minister of Canada, in apologizing to residential schools 
survivors, said:  
 
"Two primary objectives of the Residential Schools system were to remove and isolate 
children from the influence of their homes, families, traditions and cultures, and to 
assimilate them into the dominant culture. These objectives were based on the 
assumption Aboriginal cultures and spiritual beliefs were inferior and unequal. Indeed, 
some sought, as it was infamously said "to kill the Indian in the child".   
 
Further the PM continued,  "First Nations, Inuit and Metis languages and cultural 
practices were prohibited in these schools. Tragically, some of these children died 
while attending residential schools and others never returned home" and "The 
government now recognizes that the consequences of the Indian Residential Schools 
policy were profoundly negative and that this policy has had a lasting and damaging 
impact on Aboriginal culture, heritage and language".  
 
The negative social and cultural impacts are wide, deep and enduring. These are 
identified in and have been the subject of numerous studies, reports and commissions.  
 
Yesterday we heard the UN Secretary General say that '...an Indigenous language dies 
every two weeks..'. This impacts on Indigenous peoples in Canada. In some languages 
there are only handful of fluent speakers. When they pass on their languages will be 
gone, extinct! 
 
This was part of a pattern of conduct on the part of the State. The pattern included the 
taking of Indigenous lands, of outlawing spiritual and cultural practices, of creating 
systems of Indian reserves, membership and governance under the direct control of the 
government. In fact the Indian reserve system and that of passes to leave these reserve 
lands formed the very foundation of the apartheid regime in South Africa. 

 
 



 

 

It is essential to replace the colonial based doctrine of discovery with contemporary 
human rights standards and engage in just and collaborative processes of redress. The 
UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples provides a principled framework for 
redress, to build new relationships with Indigenous Peoples, and to protect and 
implement the rights of Indigenous Peoples. Redress must include "decolonization 
processes" to effectively restore Indigenous sovereignty and jurisdiction in 
contemporary contexts to achieve genuine reconciliation. 
 

23. In the global perspective, different processes of redress are required for 
different political and historical contexts. Within the United Nations, trust 
territories and Non-Self-Governing Territories have been the subject of special 
decolonization processes, which have their own particular limitations and serious 
injustices. In countless other situations worldwide, indigenous peoples are 
striving for effective reconciliation in diverse ways. Within existing States, the key 
issues urgently requiring resolution are those relating to making jurisdictional 
space for indigenous sovereignty, and self-determination, including the effective 
operation of distinct indigenous legal orders over their territories.  

  
 

26. As affirmed in article 40 of the Declaration, “indigenous peoples have the right 

to access to and prompt decision through just and fair procedures for the 
resolution of conflicts and disputes with States or other parties, as well as to 

effective remedies for all infringements of their individual and collective rights”. 

Indigenous rights to just and fair procedures and to effective remedies for all 
infringements apply not only to States, but also to business enterprises and other 
third parties. Under international law, States must take positive measures to 
ensure the indigenous right to an effective remedy not only against their own 
actions, but also against the acts of other parties within their own State. The 
Permanent Forum, in its report on the eleventh session, reiterated that 
international human rights law, including norms on equality and non-
discrimination demand that States rectify past wrongs caused by such doctrines, 
including the violation of the land rights of indigenous peoples, through law and 
policy reform, restitution and other forms of redress for the violation of their land 
rights (E/2012/43-E/C.19/2012/13, para. 7). 

 
A key pre-requisite is know and understand the truth. In this regard Truth Commissions 
play a critical role in identifying the causes of historic and contemporary human rights 
violations, including economic, social and cultural rights; determining patterns of abuse; 
and preventing repetitions of similar acts.  
 
Recommendations: 
 

29. Genuine reconciliation is not possible without a clear understanding of, and 
sensitivity to, past and present injustices relating to indigenous peoples. In view 

of the legal fictions generated by “discovery” and other related doctrines, there is 

an urgent need to ensure that curricula include the historical realities of the 
founding of modern nation States. Students at all levels should learn about the 
impacts of such doctrines and the need for justice and redress. Further, in view of 
the entrenched and often unconscious ways the doctrines are embedded in State 



 

 

legal and political culture, there is a need for education of State law makers and 
decision makers.  

 
30. National human rights institutions can play a role by developing and 
promoting human rights education through culturally appropriate materials. Such 
materials must be developed in consultation and cooperation with indigenous 
peoples. In the United Nations Declaration on Human Rights Education and 
Training (General Assembly resolution 66/137, annex), the General Assembly 
affirmed the importance of such education and training and the roles of States 
and other actors in their implementation. Human rights education materials 
should also be created and distributed at the international level through the Office 
of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights and appropriate 
United Nations agencies and bodies, including the Permanent Forum and the 
Expert Mechanism on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples.  

 
31. The Special Rapporteur on the independence of judges and lawyers, Gabriela 

Knaul, emphasized in her report that “it is necessary to avoid the biased or flawed 

premise that judicial actors have already obtained the necessary knowledge that 

will enable them to perform their duties in an impartial manner”. Such legal 

professionals should be requested to take courses on international human rights 
law, including the Declaration. These courses should be made widely available, 
especially by bar associations and universities.  

 
33. Domestically, fundamental changes must be reflected through constitutional 
and legislative reforms, policies, and government negotiation mandates in regard 
to indigenous peoples. State Governments must be constrained from the illegal 
taking of indigenous lands, territories and resources justified by these doctrines.  

 
34. Processes and mechanisms of redress, as well as independent oversight, are 
required at international, regional and domestic levels. Decolonization processes 
must be devised in conjunction with indigenous peoples concerned and 
compatible with their perspectives and approaches. Such processes must be fair, 
impartial, open and transparent, and be consistent with the Declaration and other 
international human rights standards. 

 
36. Within their respective mandates, United Nations treaty bodies and regional 
human rights bodies have an important role to play in establishing relevant 
standards and jurisprudence. Similarly, the Permanent Forum, the Expert 
Mechanism on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples and United Nations Special 
Rapporteurs should play a role. The universal periodic review should also be used 
to encourage States to engage together with indigenous peoples in processes of 
decolonization.  

 
37. The upcoming World Conference on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples 
provides an opportunity for further examination of the topic. The United Nations 
and States will have an appropriate and timely occasion in the outcome document 
to wholly repudiate colonial doctrines and to commit to processes of redress.  

 
 
Conclusion  



 

 

 
38. History cannot be erased. Its course, however, can be changed to ensure the 
present and future well-being, dignity and survival of indigenous peoples. Dignity 
and respect for human rights must be guaranteed, especially in the light of 
existing vulnerabilities. There must be a full and honest account of the past, in 
order to ensure that colonial doctrines do not continue to be perpetuated. A clear 
shift of paradigm is critical from colonial doctrines to a principled human rights 
framework, consistent with the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of 
Indigenous Peoples and other international human rights law. 

 
 


